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Formation of Equivalence Sets in Pigeons 

W i l l i a m  V a u g h a n ,  Jr .  
Harvard University 

Pigeons were reinforced for responding to a set of 20 out of 40 photographic slides, all 40 of 
which contained trees. The 40 slides were seen twice each day, in a different random order each 
time. After several sessions, the reinforcement contingencies were reversed: Previously positive 
slides were made negative, and previously negative slides, positive. After several more sessions, 
contingencies were again reversed, and so on throughout the experiment. Early in training, rho 
(the probability of ranking a positive over a negative) was less than .5 for the first 40 slides in the 
sessions in which the contingencies were reversed, indicating that the birds were continuing to 
respond approximately as they had in the previous session. Later in the experiment, rho for 
reversal sessions climbed above .5, indicating that with exposure to the reversed contingency for 
just the initial slides in the first session of reversal, the birds then responded correctly to most of 
the rest of the slides. The birds had learned arbitrary stimulus equivalences, so that the reversed 
reinforcement contingencies for slides at the beginning of a session predicted reversed contingen- 
cies for the other slides in the respective sets. 

Sidman and Tailby (1982) reported that most children in a 
conditional discrimination experiment could form equiva- 
lence sets. In that experiment Greek letters were either shown 
or spoken, and the task was to choose one other letter from a 
set of letters being displayed. To summarize briefly, in the 
presence of  A~ (or A2 or m3) subjects were trained to choose 
B~ (or B2 or B3, respectively) out of  the set B~, B2, and B3. 
They were also trained in the presence of A~ (or A2 or A3) to 
choose Cj (or C2 or C3) out of  the set C~, C2, and C3. In 
general, the children were then able to choose B~ (or B2 or B3) 
out of  the Bs when given C~ (or C2 or C3), and vice versa, 
with no further training. Sidman and Tailby inferred that the 
children had formed equivalence classes, in the sense that any 
member of  a given class (e.g., the class Aj, Bl, C~) could act 
as a conditional stimulus for any other member. 

Sidman, Rauzin, Lazar, Cunningham, Tailby, and Carrigan 
(1982) showed with a similar procedure that although children 
could perform the task, neither rhesus monkeys nor baboons 
could do so. They acknowledged that their procedure might 
be responsible for the inability of  the nonhuman primates to 
form equivalence sets but suggested that "shifting the burden 
of  proof and thereby provoking the search may prove con- 
structive" (p. 42). D'Amato,  Salmon, Loukas, and Tomie 
(1985) found that monkeys could not respond appropriately 
when the order of  stimuli (sample and comparison) was 
reversed, but they could exhibit associative transitivity. When 
trained to pick B with A as conditional stimulus, and to pick 
C with B as conditional stimulus, they would pick C with A 
as conditional stimulus. Pigeons, however, could not do a 
comparable task. More recently, Devany, Hayes, and Nelson 
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(1986) demonstrated equivalence, formation in both normal 
and retarded children with language, but not in retarded 
children without language. They suggested that symbol use 
(e.g., language) may be intimately related to the ability to 
form equivalence sets, and they also pointed out that "to date, 
there has been no success in unequivocally demonstrating the 
formation of  an equivalence class in any infrahuman, includ- 
ing the higher primates, although efforts have been made" (p. 
244). 

In most, if not all, previous work, the criterion used to 
determine if an organism has formed an equivalence set (e.g., 
Sidman's work above) was to see if, when given any member 
of the set as a discriminative or conditional stimulus, another 
arbitrary member of  the set would be chosen rather than a 
nonmember. Thus, given stimuli A, B, Y, and Z, it is said 
that the organism considers A and B as constituting an 
equivalence set if, say, given A and a choice between A and 
Y or between B and Z, A and B are chosen respectively. The 
convention has been to test three distinct aspects of an equiv- 
alence relation: reflexivity (if A, then A), symmetry (if A, then 
B implies if B, then A), and transitivity (if A, then B and if B, 
then C jointly imply if A, then C). 

There is another way of viewing an equivalence relation, 
termed a partition (see, for example, Stoll, 1963). Given any 
set, a partition consists of  a set of disjoint subsets of the set, 
with the union of those sets equaling the original set. For 
example, one partition of the set {A, B, C, X, Y, Z} consists 
of the sets {A, B, C}, {X, Y}, and {Z}. In this case, each pair 
of the latter three sets is disjoint (no two members have an 
element in common), and their union is the original set. Any 
equivalence relation defined on a set induces a partition of  
that set, and any partition implies an equivalence relation. 

Consider, for example, a set of' triangles. Two triangles are 
said to be similar if  corresponding angles are equal. The 
similarity relation, one example of  an equivalence relation, 
partitions a given set of triangles into disjoint subsets in such 
a way that all triangles within a subset are similar to each 
other, and no two triangles in different subsets are similar to 
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each other. Other  equivalence relations that  can be defined 
on the set include equality with respect to area and congru- 
ence. 

Given  a set o f  80 photographic slides, with half  arbitrarily 
designated as positives (i.e., pecking in their presence is rein- 
forced) and half  designated as negatives, pigeons can fairly 
quickly learn to respond appropriately to most  of  the slides 
(Vaughan & Greene,  1983, 1984), indicating a part i t ion of  a 
trivial form. In such experiments,  rho (the probability o f  
ranking a positive slide over  a negative) is usually in the 
vicinity o f  .95 after five sessions or so, indicating nearly perfect 
discrimination.  Slides in one set have presumably become 
discriminable stimuli for responding, and those in the other  
set, discriminable stimuli  for not  responding. What  makes 
such a part i t ion trivial is the fact that there is no " l ink"  
between slides themselves in a set. That  is, were the reinforce- 
ment  status o f  one slide (or even a larger but  proper  subset) 
o f  a set to change, it is unlikely that  responding to other  slides 
in the set would then change without  further training. 

Suppose that  following discr iminat ion between two sets of  
slides, the contingencies were reversed. During the session 
immedia te ly  following reversal, rho would  presumably be less 
than .5; in other  words, behavior  would be little changed from 
what  it had been previously. Over  succeeding sessions with 
the same contingencies,  rho could be expected cl imb back 
toward .95. 

I f  contingencies were reversed every few days, three possible 
patterns of  behavior  could emerge in the particular sessions 
in which the contingencies were changed. Rho  could consist- 
ently remain less than .5 (and then slowly c l imb during 
succeeding sessions as contingencies remained the same). A 
second possibility is that  rho would  approach .5 on the days 
contingencies changed, indicating essentially r andom behav- 
ior. The  third possibility is that  on the day contingencies 
changed, rho would  rise above .5. Logically, this would  indi- 
cate that  given exposure to changed condit ions for some of  
the slides, the birds had, in effect, inferred the changed status 
of  at least some of  the rest o f  the slides. This last possibility 
shows the relevance o f  a part i t ion discussed above. If  slides 
are randomly  ordered for each session and if  birds are able to 
correctly infer the status o f  the remainder  o f  a set on the basis 
o f  exposure to an arbitrary subset, then it would  appear that 
the birds had nontrivial ly part i t ioned the original set into the 
two subsets in q u e s t i o n - - t h a t  is, they had formed equivalence 
sets. The  present exper iment  was a test o f  how pigeons would  
perform with repeated reversals o f  contingencies to two sets 
of  slides. 

M e t h o d  

Subjects 

The subjects were 6 experimentally naive homing pigeons. They 
were maintained at approximately 80% of free-feeding weight. 

Apparatus 

A standard pigeon chamber was used, 30.5 cm wide, 30.5 cm long, 
and 33 cm high. It was modified so as to allow the back projection 

of standard 35-mm slides by a Kodak Carousel projector onto a 43- 
mm high x 63-mm-wide key, centered on the front wall. On each 
side of the screen key was a standard pigeon key, 2.5 cm in diameter. 
Below the center screen key was an opening for the delivery of grain 
by means of a standard hopper. Houselights consisted of two white 
Christmas tree bulbs. White noise and a fan masked extraneous 
sounds. The experiment was controlled by means of a relay rack in 
the same room and a PDP-8 computer in another room. 

Procedure 

Forty slides, each containing prominent trees, were chosen from a 
library of slides. Each slide was photographically reproduced twice; 
no further use was made of the original slides. The slides in one 
reproduced set were arbitrarily numbered from 1 to 40, and the 
corresponding slides in the other reproduced set were numbered from 
101 to 140. (For example, Slides 1 and 101 were duplicates of the 
same original.)Next, as shown in Table 1, Slides 1 through 40 (and 
the corresponding Slides 101 through 140) were divided into two sets 
(termed Sets 1 and 2) in three different ways, corresponding to three 
groups of pigeons, as follows. Slides 1 through 40 (and the correspond- 
ing Slides 101 to 140) were first divided into eight subsets. Subset 1 
consisted of Slides 1-5 and 101-105; Subset 2 consisted of Slides 6-  
10 and 106-110, and so on. Finally, for the first group of (2) birds, 
Set 1 was formed from Subsets 1, 2, 3, and 4, while Set 2 was formed 
from Subsets 5, 6, 7, and 8. For the second group of 2 birds, Set 1 
was formed from Subsets 1, 2, 5, and 6, while Set 2 was formed from 
Subsets 3, 4, 7, and 8. And for the last group of 2 birds, Set 1 was 
formed from Subsets 1, 3, 5, and 7, while Set 2 was formed from 
Subsets 2, 4, 6, and 8. This division of the slides into two sets in three 
different ways, as well as the use of all tree slides rather than a larger 
range of slides, was done so as to reduce the probability that some 
distinctive feature was common to one set but not the other. 

Prior to the experiment, the birds were trained to eat from the 
hopper and to peck both the left side key and the center screen key. 
Colored geometric shapes were shown on the center key during 
training. 

For each session of the experiment proper, Slides 1 through 40 
were randomly put in the first 40 locations of an 80-position slide 
tray, and Slides 101 through 140 were put in Locations 41 through 
80. Each session thus consisted of two presentations of the 40 slides. 
The only other constraint was that each group of eight slides in the 
tray (e.g., Slides 1-8, 9-16, and so on) was composed of one slide 
from each of the eight subsets, so as to partially limit the number of 
positive or negative slides in a row. For the first 14 sessions, Set 1 (as 
defined above) was positive for each bird, and Set 2 was negative. 

At the beginning of a session, the left (red) keylight and the 
houselight came on. A single peck to the red key turned off that key 
and delivered reinforcement for 3 s; then the projector advanced. 
Four s later the first slide was shown in the center panel. The subset 

Table 1 
Compositions of Slide Sets 1 and 2 

Subsets for Subsets for 
Group Birds Set 1 Set 2 

1 357, 358 1, 2, 3, 4 5, 6, 7, 8 
2 359, 360 1, 2, 5, 6 3, 4, 7, 8 
3 361,362 1, 3, 5, 7 2, 4, 6, 8 

Note. Subset 1 = Slides 1-5, 101-105; Subset 2 = Slides 6-10, 106- 
110; Subset 3 = Slides 11-15, 111-115; Subset 4 = Slides 16-20, 
116-120; Subset 5 = Slides 21-25, 121-125; Subset 6 = Slides 26- 
30, 126-130; Subset 7 = Slides 31-35, 131-135; Subset 8 = Slides 
36-40, 136-140. 
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to which the slide belonged (Nos. 1 through 8) was signaled to the 
computer by means of photocells; that subset in conjunction with the 
particular bird being run determined whether the slide was a positive 
or negative. In either case, responses were recorded for the first 10 s 
of presentation, with no other contingency, and only those responses 
were used in subsequent analyses. At the end of that period, a variable 
interval (VI) 10-s schedule began (range = 1-31 s). When that 
schedule timed out, if the slide was a positive, then the first peck 
within 2 s of another peck delivered reinforcement. At the end of 2 
s, both the hopper and the projector went off, the projector advanced, 
and 4 s later the next slide was shown. (The houselight was also 
extinguished for each reinforcement, including the one at the begin- 
ning of the session.) If the slide was a negative, following timing out 
of the VI 10-s schedule, as soon as 2 s elapsed without a peck, the 
projector went off, and 4 s later the next slide was shown (Figure 1 
of Vaughan & Greene, 1984, shows the general procedure). 

At the beginning of Session 15 the contingencies were reversed for 
the first time (slides that were originally positive were now negative, 
and vice versa). Every 7 sessions thereafter the contingencies were 
again reversed for a total of 21 reversals. At that point, because the 
birds were acquiring the discrimination in fewer than 7 sessions, the 
number of sessions prior to a change in contingencies was reduced to 
4 sessions (for a total of 95 reversals). Next, in order to preclude the 
possibility that birds were, in effect, counting the number of sessions 
before a reversal, a quasi-random sequence of 5, 6, or 7 sessions was 
required. Because of an error in programming the sequence, there 
were 7 reversals with just 5 sessions per reversal, and finally 36 
reversals with 5, 6, or 7 sessions per reversal. Table 2 shows, for each 
of these conditions, the session numbers, the nominal number of 
sessions before contingencies changed, and the number of reversals 
during the condition. There were a few instances in the experiment 
when, because of computer error, the number of sessions before a 
change in contingencies differed slightly from those shown in Table 
2. At the beginning of Session 812 (Presentation 1623), a new set of 
80 distinct slides, all containing trees, was substituted for the original 
two sets of 40 slides in order to test for any artifact (e.g., detection of 
photocells in some manner). These slides were present for one session 
under one set of contingencies, and for another six sessions under the 
opposite contingencies. 

Following Session 433, Bird 362 broke a leg. A veterinarian was 
able to restore the bird's health but then inexplicably released the 
bird, which chose not to return to the experiment. 

R e s u l t s  

Figure I shows, for the first 48 presentat ions o f  40 slides 
(i.e., 24 sessions), rho for each o f  the 6 birds. R h o  is a measure  
o f  the probabil i ty o f  ranking a posit ive over  a negative. 
Al though other  measures  could have been used, rho is for- 
mal ly  identical to the area under  an R O C  (receiver operat ing 

Table 2 
Conditions 

Sessions per No. of 
Sessions reversal reversals 

1-14 14 1 
15-161 7 21 

162-545 4 95 
546-580 5 7 
581-811 5, 6, or 7 36 
812-818 a 1 1 

a Novel slides. 

Figure 1. Rho, the probability of ranking a positive over a negative 
slide, for each of the first 48 presentations of the 40 slides. (Each 
session [connected by solid lines] comprised two presentations. Circles 
= Set l positive [labeled l+]; squares = Set 2 positive [labeled 2+].) 

characteristic) curve (Bamber,  1975) and is a generalization 
o f  the Mann-Whi tney  U (Bradley, 1968). The  latter, Siegel 
(1956) says, is "an  excellent alternative to the t test, and  o f  
course it does not  have the restrictive assumptions  and re- 
qui rements  associated with the t test" (p. 126). 

As noted above, each session consisted o f  two presentat ions 
of  the set o f  40 slides. The  presentat ions within a session are 
connected by a solid line, while those between sessions are 
connected by a dot ted line. (The data compris ing presenta- 
tions 7 and 8 [the fourth session] were lost for Bird 361 
because of  a compute r  error.) As expected, dur ing the first 
presentat ion o f  the experiment ,  rho was in the vicinity o f  .5 
( random discrimination).  For  every bird, there was an increase 
in discr iminat ion at the second presentat ion o f  the set o f  40 
slides. 

Circles in Figure 1 correspond to Set 1 positive (labeled 
l+) ,  while squares correspond to Set 2 positive (labeled 2+). 
On  the 29th presentation, Set 2 was positive for the first t ime. 
Rho  for that  presentat ion was in the vicinity o f  .2 or  less, but  
on the next presentat ion it had increased, in some cases 
substantially. By Presentation 42 it was in the vicinity of  .95. 
At the next presentat ion the contingencies were again reversed 
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(Set i made positive), and again rho decreased substantially, 
although in some cases not as low as on the first reversal. 

The essential question being asked in this experiment is 
what happens to the value of rho for the first 40 slides on 
those sessions when the reinforcement contingencies are re- 
versed. Figure 2 plots, for Set 1 and Set 2 separately, rho for 
those particular slides at a reversal of contingencies as a 
function of reversal number. Reversal 1 in Figure 2, the first 
point for each bird, is the same data point as Presentation 29 
in Figure 1, and Reversal 2 in Figure 2 is the same as 
Presentation 43 in Figure 1. Figure 2 shows that for all 6 
birds, there is a gradual increase in the value of rho as a 
function of the number of reversals. This figure shows the 
first 46 reversals (closed points), as well as the average of the 
last 10 reversals (open points), for both Set 1 (circles) and Set 
2 (squares) positive. In the case of Bird 362, the open points 
are derived from sessions prior to its breaking a leg. Although 
in certain cases (e.g., Set 2 for Bird 361) rho remained in the 
vicinity of .5 during these first 46 reversals, by the end of the 
experiment the average value ranged from about .63 (Bird 
358, Set 1) to about .98 (Bird 360, Set 1). In other words, 

although logically discrimination could not be better than 
chance on the first slide when contingencies changed, appar- 
ently the changed contingencies were quickly detected, and 
responding to the two sets shifted accordingly. 

Another aspect of the gradual improvement in discrimina- 
tion is shown for one bird (No. 359) in Figure 3; the other 
birds were qualitatively similar though slightly worse in per- 
formance than this bird. Panel A, solid dots, shows for the 
first 10 reversals the average number of responses for each 
location, given that the slide was a positive. The open circles 
are for those cases in which the slide was a negative. During 
those first 10 reversals, in some cases the first slide was a 
(new) positive, and in some cases it was a (new) negative. The 
first solid dot is the average of those cases in which the first 
location contained a positive slide, and the first open circle is 
the average of those cases in which the first location contained 
a negative slide, and so on for the other 39 possibilities. In a 

Figure 2. Rho for the first 40 slides of reversal sessions, as a function 
of numbers of reversals. (Closed circles = Set 1 positive [1 +]; open 
circles = average of last 10 reversals to Set 1 of the experiment; closed 
squares = Set 2 positive [2+]; open squares = average of last 10 
reversals to Set 2 of the experiment.) 

Figure 3. Data for Bird 359. Panel A: For Reversals 1-10, average 
number of responses to slides in each of the first 40 positions. (Open 
circles = cases in which the slides were negatives [labeled -]; con- 
nected closed circles = cases in which the slides were positives [+].) 
Panels B, C, D: Reversals 11-20, 21-30, and 31-40, respectively. 
Bottom panel: Average value of rho for those sessions shown in the 
top panels. 
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few cases all 10 instances were of one set; a data point was 
then taken to be the average of  its two neighbors. 

Panel A shows that for the first 10 reversals throughout the 
40 slides, on average more responses occur to negatives than 
to positives. This is consistent with rho in Figure 2 being less 
than .5 for the first 10 reversals. The average value of rho for 
these reversals is shown as the first data point in the bottom 
panel (Condition A). In Panel B are shown the corresponding 
averages for the next 10 reversals. In this case, after about 14 
slides have been seen, there is a tendency for responding to 
positives to approximately equal, and in some cases (e.g., the 
last six slides) to exceed, that for negatives. The average value 
of  rho for these 10 reversals is the second data point in the 
bottom panel. 

In panel C, showing the third set of  10 reversals, there is 
now definite evidence of  more responding to positives than 
to negatives during the latter part of  the 40 slides. The 
corresponding data point in the bottom panel is greater than 
.5. Somewhere in the vicinity of  the sessions represented in 
Panels B and C, then, this bird began to respond appropriately 
to some slides on the basis of  whether it was reinforced or not 
for other slides. 

Finally, in Panel D discrimination becomes even more 
pronounced. In the early part of  the reversal there is more 
responding to negatives than to positives, but the pattern 
reverses in the vicinity of  the 12th slide, and responding to 
negatives later drops to a low value. 

The last 32 reversals before introduction of  new slides (most 
of  the reversals with 5, 6, or 7 sessions per reversal, except for 
Bird 362), discussed next, show the asymptotic performance. 
On 16 of  those sessions Set 1 became positive, and on 16 Set 
2 became positive. The 32 sessions just prior to these last 
reversals are included for comparison. Figure 4 shows, for 
Bird 359, discriminations during the first session of  the last 
16 reversals making Set 1 positive and those making Set 2 
positive. In the top panel, the 16 sessions just prior to a 
reversal making Set 2 positive are shown (Set 1 is positive, 
prereversal condition). For the first three slides or so, respond- 
ing is almost equal to both positive and negative slides, 
although somewhat higher for positives. Following that point, 
responding to negative slides drops substantially and remains 
at virtually zero after about the 11 th slide. The average value 
o f rho  across these 16 nonreversal sessions is .964. 

During the last 16 reversals when Set 1 was made positive 
(second panel in Figure 4), the same general pattern is evident, 
except that for the first two slides there is more responding to 
negatives than to positives. Because it is logically impossible 
to do better than chance on the first slide, unless there is some 
artifact, the discrimination shown here is very nearly perfect. 
The average value of  rho for these 16 reversal sessions is .935, 
a little lower than the corresponding nonreversal presentations 
but substantially above chance. 

The third and fourth panels show the corresponding cases 
for Set 2 positive. In the third panel is shown the average of 
the last 16 sessions just prior to Set l 's becoming positive, Set 
2 being positive in these cases. And in the last panel is shown 
the average of  the last 16 reversals in which Set 2 became 
positive. The same general pattern as for Set 1 is evident here, 
except that when Set 2 becomes positive, it takes a little longer 

Figure 4. Data for Bird 359. Top panel: Average number of re- 
sponses to each of the first 40 slides for sessions just prior to Set 2's 
being made positive (Set 1 positive, prereversal sessions). (Open circles 
= cases in which the slides were negatives; connected closed circles = 
cases in which the slides were positives.) Second panel: Data from 
postreversal sessions on which Set 1 was made positive. Third panel: 
Data from sessions just prior to Set l's being made positive (Set 2 
positive, prereversal sessions). Fourth panel: Data from postreversal 
sessions on which Set 2 was made positive. 

for responding to negatives to drop off (last panel) than is the 
case when Set 1 becomes positive (second panel). This is 
consistent with the open circle in Figure 2 (average value of  
rho for Set 1 during the last 10 reversals) for this bird being 
above the open square (corresponding average value for Set 
2). 

Table 3 shows the slide at which responses to positives 
began to consistently exceed responses to negatives, based on 
the last 32 reversals with original slides for each bird. In all 
cases, the point occurs earlier with prereversal than with 
postreversal conditions, suggesting the birds had not forgotten 
the contingencies of  the previous day. On postreversal pres- 
entations, half the birds did better with Set 1 positive (Birds 
359, 360, and 361), and half did better with Set 2 positive. In 
all cases of  postreversal presentations, responses to positives 
consistently exceed those to negatives before half the positives 
have been seen. 

Figure 5 shows rho for each presentation at the end of  the 
experiment and may be contrasted with Figure 1 (which shows 
rho for each presentation at the beginning of  the experiment). 
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Table 3 
Location of Slide at Which Responses to Positives 
Consistently Exceeded Responses to Negatives 

Condition 

Subject 1+ Prerev 1+ Postrev 2+ Prerev 2+ Postrev 

357 6 12 1 2 
358 8 16 3 10 
359 1 3 1 7 
360 4 6 2 12 
361 4 7 5 14 
362 6 12 5 10 

Note. 1 + = Class 1 positive; 2+ = Class 2 positive; Prerev = prerev- 
ersal; postrev = postreversal. 

Only 5 birds are shown, because as mentioned above, the last 
bird did not finish the experiment. Three reversals involving 
the original slides are shown: to Set 1 (the first data point), to 
Set 2 (Presentation 1,601), and back to Set 1 (Presentation 
1,611). In all cases rho is greater than .5. For practically every 
session, rho is lower for the first 40 slides (first of each pair of  
points connected by a solid line) than for the last 40 slides. 
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Presentat ion 
Figure 5. Rho during the last presentations of the experiment. (At 
the first data point [Presentation 1,589] Set 1 was made positive 
[circles, labeled l+]. At Presentation 1,601 Set 2 was made positive 
[squares, labeled 2+]. At Presentation 1,611 Set 1 was again made 
positive [l+].  At Presentation 1,623 a new set of 80 slides was 
substituted for the original two sets of 40 slides [labeled 3+]. At 
Presentation 1,625 contingencies were reversed for the new set of 80 
slides [4+]; that contingency remained in effect until the end of the 
experiment.) 

The birds may have come to discriminate that the first part 
of  a session contained some ambiguity as to what the positive 
set was. It is also possible that at the beginning of  a session 
they could not remember what the positive set had been 
during the previous session, but the patterns of responding 
shown in Figure 4 suggest otherwise. 

At Presentation 1,623, all the slides were replaced with a 
set of  80 new slides (as opposed to two sets of  40 slides). All 
80 contained trees; 40 were arbitrarily numbered 1 to 40 while 
the others were arbitrarily numbered 101 to 140. The major 
question here is whether or not rho is significantly above .5 
during the first two presentations (each of  which contained 
40 previously unseen slides). If it had been, some artifact 
might have contributed to the earlier data, but the results 
suggest no artifact is present. Because those two presentations 
(labeled 3+ in the figure) did not contain repetitions of  the 
same slides, there is no reason to expect a systematic increase 
in rho, and none is apparent. At the beginning of  the next 
session (Presentation 1,625) contingencies were reversed (4+ 
in the figure), and in most cases from there to the end of  the 
experiment there is a gradual increase in rho. The growth in 
discrimination here is slower than at the beginning of  the 
experiment, presumably because there were 80 rather than 40 
slides, each slide was seen once rather than twice each day, 
and contingencies were reversed very early in learning. These 
final data points involving the 80 new slides are consistent 
with the view that during the experiment proper the birds 
were responding to the content of the slides, and not to some 
unintended source of information regarding status of  the 
slides. 

D i s c u s s i o n  

Devany et al. (1986) wrote, "After an equivalence class 
(ABC) is formed, if one member (A) becomes discriminative 
for a response, then B and C will also become discriminative 
for the same response" (p. 255). In the present experiment, 
when an arbitrary subset of  slides in Set 1 became discrimi- 
native for pecking (and an arbitrary subset of Set 2 became 
discriminative for not pecking), responses to most of the rest 
of the slides in the two sets changed appropriately. On the 
basis of these data, the inference may be drawn that the 
pigeons had formed equivalence classes. 

The experiment may be viewed in part as a response to 
Sidman et al. (1982), among others, who failed to find equiv- 
alence set formation in infrahumans but could not rule out 
the possibility that the failure was a result of  their procedure. 
The procedure used here differs substantially from those used 
earlier to establish equivalence relations; apparently a differ- 
ent procedure was necessary before pigeons could be induced 
to demonstrate such capabilities. As mentioned above, it was 
logically possible for rho on reversal sessions to remain either 
below or near .5. The only prediction that could have been 
made on the basis of earlier work is that it would have 
remained below or near .5 on those sessions. 

The value of rho in this experiment was based on respond- 
ing to all 40 slides of a presentation. This constitutes, to some 
extent, an underestimation of the birds' capabilities. On the 
basis of Figure 4, it appears that dropping the first slide (to 
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which it was logically impossible to respond appropriately) 
from the calculation would increase the values of rho. In fact, 
stimulus equivalence, albeit of  a slightly weaker form, would 
have been implied with values of  rho above .5 derived, say, 
from only the last 20 slides of  a presentation. 

On the other hand, certain limitations in the birds' behavior 
is also evident. As shown in Figure 2, it was often the case 
that for a number of  reversals in a row, rho was higher for 
one set than for the other. Similarly, in Figure 4 there are 
differences between the cases when Set 1 was made positive 
(second panel) and when Set 2 was made positive (fourth 
panel). Given earlier failures to show equivalence class for- 
mation in nonhumans, these aspects of the birds' behavior 
are not surprising. 

If  this experiment had employed 20 green slides as Set 1 
and 20 red slides as Set 2, the improvement in correct respond- 
ing would have been expected. Such a procedure would 
correspond fairly closely to Harlow's (1949) "learning set" 
phenomenon. In one of  Harlow's procedures, monkeys were 
presented with two distinct food cups, under one of  which 
was a piece of  food. One cup was correct for a number of  
trials, and then the status of  the cups was reversed (i.e., the 
previously correct cup was now incorrect), this process going 
on for a number of  trials. With more reversals, the monkeys'  
performance immediately following a reversal became better. 
The present experiment differs from Harlow's in that there 
were 40 distinct slides rather than 20 red and 20 green slides 
(which would have been comparable to Harlow's use of the 
same pair of  food cups over a sequence of  trials). The task 
required not only detection of  the changed contingencies but 
also formation of  associative links of  some form, possibly 
between each slide in Set 1, as well as between each slide in 
Set 2. 

The difference between the present procedure and Harlow's 
also demonstrates, intuitively, how a partition can allow one 
to infer an equivalence set. On the basis of Figure 5 alone, 
given previous research, it appears more likely that Set 1 
consisted of  20 green slides and Set 2 consisted of  20 red slides 
than that all 40 were distinct. To at least some extent, then, 
the 20 slides in Set l came to function as if they were 
perceptually similar to each other, as did those in Set 2. That 
functional similarity implies an equivalence relation. Mathe- 
matically, an equivalence relation and a partition are two 
ways of  looking at the same mathematical structure. It re- 
mains to be seen to what extent behavioral analogues share 
that literal structure. 

The procedure used here corresponds closely to one Lea 
(1984) suggested as a test of  concept formation. Lea proposed 
reinforcing one set of  slides (i.e., slides that to a human would 
fall within one category) and not reinforcing a second set. 
Next, some of the slides in the first set would not be reinforced, 
and some in the second set would. A concept would be 
inferred if the changed contingencies then induced a change 
in behavior to the rest of  the slides. Here, the reversal occurred 
a large number of times, and a concept developed gradually 
rather than being present at the first reversal. 

Although the present experiment demonstrates a particular 
phenomenon, the precise behavioral process is not evident. 
The fact that a different procedure was required to show 

equivalence relations in pigeons than has been successful with 
people suggests that different behavioral processes may be 
operating in the two cases. Because the presentations of  food 
were basically the only way the two sets could be distin- 
guished, it appears unlikely the present training would carry 
over without loss i fa  new reinforcer were substituted for food. 
However, there might well be savings during reacquisition 
under such conditions. 

It would be straightforward to modify the constraints on 
the orderings of the stimuli, the content of  the slides, the 
number of  sets, the schedules of reinforcement, and the point 
within a session where contingencies changed, so as to deter- 
mine the general conditions under which such behavior de- 
velops. In any case, these results suggest there may need to be 
some changes in theorizing, either about the relation between 
language and equivalence sets or about the relation between 
pigeons and language (cf. Premack, 1978). 
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